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Isle of Dogs solstice event, undated (but mid-nineties) flyer
by an unknown group.

In Issue 6 of Street Signs, I gave an account of a walk
around Greenwich using a Situationist technique.This was
organised by the short-lived group Scape, whose nucleus
included former PUC student Katherine Bourke and
myself. Jeremy Clouser, author of last issue's photo essay
on security huts in Mexico also participated. In the same
issue, I interviewed Patrick Keiller. We discussed
Situationism, more than eventually made it into the issue.
This is a pity, because the interview was picked up shortly
afterwards by Merlin Coverley, for his book
'Psychogeography' (2006). Coverley used the interview as
a full stop to his book. Writing about Keiller's films,
'London' and 'Robinson in Space', he suggested a re-
politicisation of the subject.

I was working at URBIS, the museum of urban life in
Manchester, just as Coverley, unknown to me, wrote his
conclusion. Here I had already met Mark Rainey, who was
interested in many aspects of culture, urban walking
included. We had been discussing Situationism whilst
working on the 'Sex & Seditionaries' punk exhibition there,
which acted as a catalyst, with its pathetic Sid Vicious notes,
scrawled on a scrap of paper, insured for thousands of
pounds and displayed in a glass case. Was this the logical
conclusion to radical Situationism? Over New Year 2006/7,
Mark Rainey and I decided to form the Materialist
Psychogeographic Affiliation. Very quickly we gained the
support of Katherine Bourke, Jim Segers of City Mine(d)
and many others. Mark & I formed the group via a casual
MSN Messenger conversation, which I printed verbatim in
the first newsletter.This conversation is notable only for its
naive banality. I wanted as much honesty and de-
mystification of the process as is ever possible from the
outset. We then launched the project 'officially' at a
conference on Aesthetics and Radical Politics at
Manchester University, as part of a roundtable debate
entitled 'The Street as a Site of Radical Potential'.

The subject of Psychogeography has been troubling me for
some time, especially the inclusion of conspiracy theories,
numerology and occult discourses, which began to bleed
into material generated by groups and writers in the early
1990s.The way the boundaries of the subject have shifted
concerns me greatly. 'Psychogeography', as a term, was
coined by the Situationists in Paris in the late 1950s, but as
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Coverley rightly claims, Psychogeography can be applied to
much culture lying historically previous to the original
usage of the term.That this is a retrospective inclusion or
re-inclusion tends to be quickly forgotten though.

A quick illustration is perhaps needed here: Alfred Watkins
was essentially an antiquarian of old pathways on and
around the Hereford and Wales border, where I now live.
The inclusion of Watkins and his book 'The Old Straight
Track' (1925) into 'Psychogeography' is an interesting
phenomenon. I think that the way in which Watkins shifted
his own narrative later in life says something about the
shifting of the subject of Psychogeography as a whole.
Watkins initially examined the physical landscape, yet later
in life, he began to testify to psychic powers. He began to
re-shape his account of the original epiphany he had, the
moment he realised how all the old pathways connected,
into a mystical vision (see Daniels, 2006). From here it isn't
far, via Blake, to the full set of pseudo-religious or outright
godstruck 'Albion' cliches. From there, it's an even shorter
ramble into practicing magic. By the time we get to the late
1960s and Ley Hunter magazine, ley lines have morphed
from a series of old physical paths, assumed to be
connected, into secret lines of energy used by UFOs to
navigate the earth. More significantly I think, these lines are
claimed to be detectable using a set of arcane practices
which a group of privileged insiders are proficient at using.
When I interviewed Iain Sinclair in 1998 he told me, ‘the
force of voices from the past is so strong that I’m actually
having conversations with people who died forty or four
hundred years ago’ [...] ‘I do think it’s a magical act’, he said,
‘words just flash’.

The 1990s saw a resurgence of interest in the figure of 'the
flâneur' in academia, in literary theory, sociology, as well as
in the practice of Psychogeography by many groups, most
visibly perhaps, the London Psychogeographic Association
and Manchester Area Psychogeographic group. I had some
contact with both of these groups at the time, especially
the Manchester Area group, as I lived nearby. It was during
this period that I realised Psychogeography had become a
kind of expanded tradition.Any ideas regarding its potential
'radicalism' could be forgotten. Psychogeography is now a
tradition in the sense of, say, Morris Dancing.This said, the
fact that Will Self has a column called 'Psychogeography'
perhaps points less to any enervation of the subject than to
its widening, or its flattening: Essentially, Self writes about
things which happen in specific places. Of course, any
widening of tradition is also a narrowing, if only by ratio, in
terms of what has been added to the soup. What has
definitely receded is Marxism, especially Lukacs, who
informed the original Paris group before they broke with
the traditional left, although his influence goes largely
unacknowledged by Debord. I probably needn't go into the

many understandable reasons why this element has
receded in the text. Still, I feel that the kind of broad
materialism which underpinned some of the Situationist
forays into urban space were useful in terms of an
approach, though certainly not as any kind of dogma or
‘prophecy’.

I can think of two potential objections to my concerns
regarding the 'irrationalisation' of Psychogeography in its
expanded form. Firstly, there has always been a tradition of
'the irrational' in Psychogeography, largely because it has
some of its roots in Dada and Surrealism. Dada was a
smashed-apart set of reactions to concrete world events
and Situationism has been claimed as a long-standing
continuation of this.This, too, is an appropriation of sorts,
but the conspiracy theories and outright attempts at
shamanism which tend to pass for the extremer elements
of Psychogeography do differ greatly from the original
Situationist conception of the subject. Have a look at
'Introduction to a Critique of Urban Geography', published
in the Belgian journal Les Nevres Nues, by Guy Debord in
1955. I must make a key distinction at this point:As I see it,
the 'irrational' of Dada was borne out of the concrete
circumstances of the world, whereas the more recent,
expanded tradition of Psychogeography indulges in an
irrationalisation of the concrete.

Secondly, 'magic' is perhaps just another way of thinking
about the world. An anthropologist operating with any
measure of relativism may well see my distinction between
'magic' and 'materialism' as false. I am possibly less
interested in the distinction than you may imagine, but I do
feel that Psychogeography has become a kind of priesthood
with figures such as Iain Sinclair. People who set themselves
up as privy to insider knowledge regarding the urban are
cabalists, something I began to see as either quite silly, or
quite dangerous. Debord claimed that the term
'Psychogeography' was coined by 'an illiterate'. Ironically, its
1990s rebirth was largely literary, via Sinclair, Stewart
Home, et al.The use of metaphor is central to the literary
form of Psychogeography, but an astonishing discourse,
which includes the aforementioned attempts to 'speak to
the dead', surrounds the practice. 'Speaking to the dead'
may mean a kind of literary antiquarianism, archive dredging
which is then subjected to a process of poesis, of making or
re-making, but this process is being mythologised from
inside its coven of practitioners.The MAP Group's attempt
to levitate the Corn Exchange, inspired no doubt by the
attempt to levitate the Pentagon in the 1960s by Allen
Ginsberg and friends, was attended by barely anyone,
although scores now claim to have been there.This event is
now entombed in glossy consumer literature at the re-
vamped, commercialized, Corn Exchange site.We're dealing
with cultural myth-making here. ‘Magical’ thinking exists on
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me into a fiction, which is Sinclair's urge. Very simple
techniques, for instance the 'algorithm walk', can
purposefully alienate a person in order for them to see the
concrete city anew, especially if they are familiar with it.
Walter Benjamin (1997) covered similar ground, rightly
claiming that an over-familiar landscape quickly vanishes,
becomes transparent. Psychogeographic techniques can
reap dividends as a kind of urban temperature gauge, by de-
familiarising the familiar. It really can be that simple. I do feel
that the techniques should be demystified. Of course,
problems then return when one tries to make an account
or document of the experience. Fiction it seems, is
constantly damming up on the edge of the moment, waiting
to flood inwards. The urge to engage with the concrete
ought to be a starting point, instead of running headlong
into fictions. I suspect that the 'baroque polemic' (see
Sinclair, 1998) plastering expanded Psychogeography
attempts to hide the simplicity of its practice and to
exclusivise it. Coverley sees the original Situationist
project, in terms of its intended outcomes, as a failure. I
partly disagree, but rather than nit-pick at the past, I would
like to suggest positive, contemporary, future-orientated
action.

Our newsletter masthead dates each issue with, for
example, '1 month of positive existence!' This stands in
opposition to the LPAs '35 Years of Non-Existence',
referring to both the defunct London Situationist Group
and its tenuous existence in the first place.
Psychogeography was always a clique, a niche interest for
certain males. The subject can be re-angled, re-gendered
even. I used to find it hilarious that the 'phallocentrism' of
a building which was assumed to be a sinister power
'omphalos' inevitably resulted in a Psychogeographic trip to
the great big phallus, in order to walk around its base. Ley
line theories usually came in handy here, 'jar reactions', a
form of dowsing, being the transcendent
Psychogeographer's version of a quantitative survey. Male
Psychogeographers love to explore caves and underground
tunnels. Where are the female Psychogeographers to
subvert all of this? Alison Rooke has done much to re-
gender the flâneur, I think her work should be investigated
in relation to Psychogeographic practice. Jenks and Neves
(2000) have drawn comparisons between
Psychogeographer, Ethnographer and Photo-journalist, the
use of urban anonymity being central to all three practices.
Again, an examination of inter-disciplinary discourses here
could bear fruit, both between the disciplines themselves
and between academic and non-academic groups. I feel that
Coverley assumes London and Paris to be centres of the
doing of Psychogeography, an assertion also questioned by
Sukhdev Sandu (2006). Sandu has also written a book on
black and asian writers re-imagining London, the practice of
Psychogeography has been notably white up until now. I
believe that the basic techniques can be used anywhere and

a metaphorical level. Accounts of the city using similar
literary techniques include 19th century literary realism,
which later affected much sociological literature. Roland
Barthes and Stuart Hall, for instance, gained insights which
could be termed ‘occult’.They reveal hidden,‘mythological’
layers of our culture. Is anthropology any less a myth
structure than the ones its subject accounts for? Is it any
less a priesthood? What is important for me, is that
whether you describe it as magic, or even as a branch of
sociology, transcendent, expanded Psychogeography has
become indulgent, not to mention almost a priori
dismissable. At the other pole is the 'Time Out Book of
London Walks', a phenomenon Patrick Keiller and I
discussed. I am for a tradition of Psychogeographic
practice which can be grasped by anyone who wishes,
ironically, in Sinclair's words, to 'align or dis-align
themselves with what is out there'. Despite Keiller's
concerns, I actually believe that the 'Time Out' populism,
re-engaged via his films, could be a healthy way forward.

An associate of Sinclair’s, Patrick Wright, has a more
materialist take on his subject than his friend. In a
Guardian profile on Sinclair, he made no bones about his
scepticism. But Wright was careful to point out that
Sinclair’s take on Thatcherism, despite his description of
her politics as ‘bad magic’, is entirely convincing:

‘“I don’t care about Iain’s hokey-pokey malevolent stuff,”
says Wright,“but what was and is fascinating for me is that
these systems of geometry and meaning are brought up by
Iain just when the city is coming to the end of the
enlightenment project, when the welfare state is being
destroyed and the dream of London’s municipal socialism
is being crushed by Thatcher”.At the same time as Wright
was producing A Journey Through Ruins (1991), a
historical text about a disappearing London, Sinclair was
writing a parallel anti-Thatcherite work.Wright recalls: “It
was at the moment in the late-80s when the Bryant & May
factory, famous for the match girls’ strike, was being
converted into loft apartments and the gentrification of
the East End was beginning in earnest.We were both living
in Hackney, trying to anchor a different form of critical
analysis.We both thought the polite public literary culture
was barking. It refused to engage with the politics of the
time.” The key difference between Wright and Sinclair,
though, was that only the latter – Beat aficionado, walker
of ley lines, alternative poet – believed quite literally that
Thatcher was a witch. He still does.’ (Jeffries, 2004).

At the end of the day, it probably does come down to
personal preference. Stewart Home has pointed out that
Psychogeography is probably useless as a proper scientific
approach and I think he's right. Yet I am for a
Psychogeography which allows me to re-enter the
concrete circumstances of a place, rather than delivering
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that the subject belongs to no-one.There are multiple ways
to re-approach Psychogeography, which space does not
allow me to fully outline here. The MPA was set up for a
critical investigation of its subject. It was formed for other
people, not just for ourselves. It has an acronym and a
publication, but we have no desire to be a priesthood, we
would like other people to run with the project. Please
email us to affiliate, but most importantly, to use the
website and newsletter to do your own 'Psychogeography':
www.materialistpsychogeography.co.uk
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